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Biopsychiatry has been a dominant force in mental health research and
practice since the 196Os. The biological perspective, with its focus on reductionistic explanations and pharmacological solutions, dominates current psychiatric thinking. Contemporary psychiatric textbooks read as ifit has been
established that most mental disorders are brain disorders and that pharmacological treatments compensate for known neurochemical deficits. Biological psychiatrists present a view of the nature of mental disorders in
which brain-behavior explanations proceed in only one direction, from brain
to behavior. This literature ignores two basic issues: (a) mental and social
phenomena cannot be adequately understood in tenns of physical explanations, and (b) brain-behavior influences also proceed from behavior to brain.
The ~knowledge" claims of biological psychiatrists are critically examined in
this article, and are shown to be statements of beliefs and values. Adequate
explanatory models of mental disorders, when they are developed, must
integrate knowledge from multiple levels of analysis including personal
biographical and sociallhistorical forces, as well as biological factors, with
each level providing unique and valid insights.
"Some day perhaps man will no longer know what madness was." (Michel
Foucault, 1964, p xii)

THE BIOLOGICAL REVOLUTION IN PSYCHIATRY
Reductionistic thinking has dominated psychiatric practice since the late 1950s.
Today every textbook of psychiatry is wri.tten from the point of view of this
perspective. Biological psychiatry is based on the assumption that mental disorders can be reduced to and understood as physical processes. TIlls assumption resulted in a relentless search for definitive biological markers for each
diagnostic category (Andreasen, Paradiso, & O'Leary, 1998), despite the growing number of discarded "discoveries" of biological markers (Heath & Krupp,
1967; Hoffer, 1967).
Biological psychiatry was revitalized in the late 1950s with the introduction
of psychoactive drugs. Today psychiatric texts present the view that biology is
destiny. Psychological theories and therapies are presented as having little to
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offer for the understanding of the causes and treatment of mental disorders.
Nearly every aspect of the discipline of psychiatry including access to research
funding, appointments to prestigious academic and administrative positions,
and editorial positions now reflect this bias. Psychiatric residents, once trained
in the basics of psychodynamic theory, now often complete their residency
training programs without ever having a course in or seeing a patient in psychotherapy (Bader, 1992; McGlashan, 1994). Of over 600 papers presented at
the New Research Sessions of the 1992 meeting of the American Psychiatric
Association, 86 % were biologically oriented (Cohen, 1993). In sum, psychiatry
has been redefined since the 1950s: "Our definition of what constitutes a psychiatric illness is simply a medical illness with major emotional and behavioral
aspects. We are not interested in the 'psyche' ... we are interested in specific
psychiatric illnesses" (Winokur & Clayton, 1986, pp. ix-x).
The biological revolution is part of a broad trend in society to accept more
biological explanations and solutions for human problems. Problems or phenomena ranging from aggression to addiction to sexual orientation, are seen
today "less as a matter of choice than of genetic destiny" (Herbert, 1997, p. 72).
"Experts" now tell us that our problems and predispositions are caused by
neurotransmitter systems, not childhood experiences, relationships, or social
conditions. Mental disorders are conceptualized as ahistorical, simple to identify and understand, and subject to standardized treatments (Cushman &
Gilford, 2000). Reductionistic explanations and solutions are promulgated by
powerful professional groups and corporate groups that stand to profit from
having people think of themselves and their problems mechanistically.
Psychological therapies are viewed as adjunctive strategies that at best
may have a secondary role to play in treatment (Wender & Klein, 1981). For
example, the cause of panic disorder is attributed to a "specific genetically
inherent neurochemical dysfunction" (Rosenbaum, Pollack, Jordan, & Pollack,
1996, p. A55). Pharmacological treatment is "necessary to regulate the underlying genetically based neurochemical dysfunction" that causes panic attacks,
thereby "bringing about recovery or amelioration of the symptoms" (Rosenbaum
et al., 1996, p. A55). Biological psychiatrists may pay lip service to the value of
"biopsychosocial" explanations of mental disorders, but one is hard pressed to
find any substance to the "psychosocial" components of the models they
put forward.
Biological psychiatrists offer a "stratigraphic view of mental disorders in
which biology is the foundation, and psychological and social dimensions of
disorders, if they are included at all. are treated as secondary or superstructural layers to be stripped away to get at the biological base" (Kleinman, 1988,
p. 143). Patients are warned of the "dangers" of psychotherapy: ''talk therapy
has little effect on anxiety-related problems and can make people feel
worse; since talking about the problems reminds them of them" (Goodwin,
1986, p. 17).
Psychiatric experts advise the public that "there is convincing evidence that
depression has a biological rather than psychological cause, therefore patients
treated with psychotherapy may waste considerable time and money" (Klein &
Wender, 1989, p. 12). Klein predicts that psychotherapy will be "excluded from
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treatment in the long run" (1995, p. 4). Kroll maintains that psychiatry became
"disenchanted with psychological explanations of mental disorders because so
many formulations have been discredited" (1988, p. 6). A "worldwide epidemic
of depression" is attributed to the "serotonin depleting times that we live in"
(Norden, 1995, p. 21); the solution is to increase serotonin levels.
Biological psychiatrists have engaged in a form of therapeutic imperialism
under the guise of acting in the public interest. They emphasize the value of
adopting practice guidelines (American Psychiatric Association, 1993). The
guidelines they propose however uncritically assume the long-term efficacy of
pharmacological interventions and selectively ignore evidence for the efficacy
of psychosocial interventions (Nathan, 1998).
Physicians advise their patients that their problems, whether stress, depression, anxiety, aggressiveness, compulsions, eating disorders, irritability,
shyness, suicidality, substance abuse or minor undesirable characteristics, are
caused by chemical imbalances (Wurtman & Suffes, 1996). Even normal characteristics are attributed to excesses or imbalances between a few neurotransmitters. Peter Kramer's (1993) book Listening to Prozac suggests that marvelous
things can happen to anyone's self-confidence, creativity, sociability,
assertiveness, energy level, and emotional resilience when serotonin levels are
increased (Kramer, 1993). Organizations such as the National Alliance for the
Mentally III lobby effectively to assure that government research funding and
mental health leadership positions go to those who first pass a biological litmus
test (Mosher, 1987).
Many of the knowledge claims of biological psychiatrists are opinions and
statements of values presented as if they were facts. Selective interpretations
of drug treatment outcome studies are cited as evidence orthe biological causes
of mental disorders. It is assumed that because people with certain disorders
sometimes benefit from a specific group of drugs, they must have an underlying
biochemical deficit that was corrected by the drug, or that the drug must have
replaced or was chemically similar to what was originally depleted in the brain.
Questionable studies of genetic concordance between monozygotic twins and
blood relatives are cited as conclusive evidence that mental disorders are caused
by genetic defects that are expressed in brain dysfunctions. The fact that these
same studies clearly indicate that genetic influences can account for less than
half the variance at best, is overlooked . High tech but poorly designed studies,
conducted on small samples without proper controls, that report evidence of
brain abnormalities, are cited as evidence of the physiological basis of mental
disorders. This article will critically examine the evidence that is the basis for
several important knowledge claims made by biological psychiatrists.

The Belief that Drug Effects are Indicative of Etiology
The belief that the effects of drugs are specific for certain disorders is mistaken . Psychoactive medications, including neuroleptics, anticonvulsants,
tricyclics, MAO inhibitors, serotonin reuptake inhibitors, benzodiazepines and
lithium carbonate, impact a wide range of signs and symptoms (Jacobs, 1995;
Ross & Pam, 1995; Valenstcin, 1998). The effects of these medications are not
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diagnosis-specific. Every major group of psychoactive medications is used for a
wide range of problems (Carson & Sanislow, 1993). Serotonin reuptake inhibitors, for example, are prescribed for depression, eating disorders, anergia,
anhedonia, shyness, addictions, kleptomania, obsessive-compulsive disorder,
trichotillomania, panic disorder, social anxiety, irritability, and attention deficit disorder (Breggin, 1991; Kramer, 1993). It is unlikely that there is a common underlying biochemical cause for these problems. There is no established
knowledge of diagnosis-specific neurochemical deficits that are compensated
for by any group of psychoactive medications. The direct effects ofthe drugs on
synaptic neurotransmitters are known in many cases but, diagnosis-related
deficits in neurotransmitters have not been established.
The logic that the first order effects on neurotransmitters of a medication
that reduces or exacerbates symptoms must be directly related to the causes of
those symptoms is simply mistaken. An early biochemical theory ofsc:hizophrenia focused on the role of the neurotransmitter serotonin because hallucinogenic substances that produced seemingly psychotic mental states blocked
serotonin activity (Hoffer, Osmond, & Smythies, 1954). It was assumed that
schizophrenia must be caused by a serotonin deficiency. The theory lost favor
after it was discovered that other drugs that blocked serotonin activity did not
trigger hallucinations. The current dopamine theory of schizophrenia became
dominant after it was discovered that the potency of antipsychotic drugs was
related to their ability to block dopamine receptors. The theory was revised
after studies oflevels of dopamine metabolites in schizophrenic patients yielded
inconsistent results. The revised theory avoided the problem oflack of evidence
of elevated metabolites by hypothesizing that schizophrenia must be caused
not by an excess of dopamine but by hyper-sensitivity to dopamine (Seeman,
1995). Psychiatric textbooks often state that evidence for the dopamine theory
of schizophrenia is "abundant" (Kaplan, Freedman, & Saddock, 1989, p. 718).
These statements persist despite the fact that a leading researcher on dopamine neurotransmission concluded, there is "no good evidence for any perturbation of the dopamine function in schizophrenia" (Carlsson, 1990, p. 121). And
the authors of a large scale study of dopamine receptors and schizophrenia
concluded that any differences in dopamine receptors found in the brains of
schizophrenic patients are likely to be "entirely iatrogenic" (Kornhuber et at,
1989, p. 8). The misleading claims and oversimplifications about the role of
dopamine in schizophrenia continue despite evidence to the contrary. The attitude seems to be, "Why bother with the factual details?" A large ad in the
March 28, 1996 edition of the New York Times, for example, paid for by a
consortium of drug companies and NAMI, began with the statement that "A
chemical that triggers mental illness is now being used to stop it." The ad
continued with, "Schizophrenia and psychosis can result when the brain has
abnormal dopamine levels."
Similarly the "supersensitivity hypothesis" of depression proposes that depression is caused by serotonin or neorepinephrine deficiency (Norden, 1995).
Unfortunately, evidence does not back up this claim. Some "effective" antidepressant medications do not affect either serotonin or norepinephrine levels
(Willner, 1995), and only about 25 % of depressed patients have low levels of
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norepinephrine metabolites (Valenstein, 1997). Asberg (1976) reported that
one-half of a group of depressed patients had unusual levels of serotonin metabolites and one-half of that group, or one quarter of the sample, had low
levels of serotonin metabolites. Despite these flimsy results the author suggested that serotonin metabolite levels are useful predictors of depression and
suicide (Asberg, Trasmen, & Thoren, 1976). This mistaken opinion continues to
be cited despite the fact that the reported correlations between suicidality and
serotonin levels are very low, and there is a great deal of overlap between levels
of serotonin metabolites of depressed patients and normal controls (Valenstein,
1996). The role of serotonin as a determinant of depression has also been
challenged by research which indicates that low levels of serotonin metabolites
are indicators of stress, suggesting that such levels are an effect rather than a
cause of symptoms (Higley, Suomi, & Linnoila, 1996).
Neurotransmitters and brain activities are altered by drugs in complex ways.
There are estimated to be more than 100 different neurotransmitters in the
brain which is composed of well in excess of 20 biUion neurons (Grilly, 1994;
Valenstein, 1998). A single neuron may have synaptic connections with as
many as 10,000 other neurons. There are several different types of receptors for
each neurotransmitter and each change in synaptic neurotransmitter level or
function results in complex and, in most cases, poorly understood second and
third order changes in membrane potential and pre- and post-synaptic activity.
There is currently no coherent explanation available to account for the effects
of a single category of drugs on the diverse problems for which they are routinely prescribed. It is not clear how psychoactive drugs actually alter brain
functions to induce their effects. It is also very likely that the "therapeutic"
effects of psychoactive drugs are at best only indirectly related to their first
order effects on neurotransmitters (Grilly, 1994). Nevertheless, the psychiatric
literature is filled with explanations for mental disorders based on simplified
models of the first order effects of psychoactive drugs.
Neurotransmitters do not operate independently of one another but interact
in ways that we do not understand. There is no convincing evidence available
that people with specific psychiatric diagnoses suffer from specific neurochemical deficits, excesses, or brain dysfunctions (Ross, 1986). Evidence that a drug
induces certain changes in some people some of the time does not in any way
indicate that the drug is treating a neurotransmitter deficit or brain disorder.
Psychoactive drug efficacy studies should be evaluated with caution. First,
the duration of the studies is typically too brief to draw valid conclusions about
either their long-term therapeutic or iatrogenic side effects, with a modal
evaluation interval of six weeks. Second, evaluations are often biased by researchers' awareness of participants in treatment and placebo treatment groups.
Despite routine use of so called "double-blind" procedures in drug studies,
true active placebos are rarely used in drug research. Drug studies also rarely
i.nclude a psychological treatment comparison group. Third. "end point" analyses used in drug studies are often spurious because placebo controls tend to
drop out of treatment earlier-thus, more treatment is actually compared to
Jess treatment. Fourth, drug researchers tend to ignore the effects of placebos
in their research. The practice of eliminating strong placebo responders before
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beginning drug trials is a questionable but common strategy designed to help
researchers get results. The differences between placebo response rates and
drug effects can also be surprisingly small; often no more than 10-20 percent
(Fisher & Greenberg, 1989, 1997; Greenberg & Fisher, 1997; Jacobs, 1995;
Valenstein, 1998). Given the frequent small but significant differences reported between placebos and treatments one could argue that drug research
has revealed very little about the etiopathogenesis of mental disorders.
PROBLEMS WITH DRUG EFFICACY RESEARCH

The marketing of the anxiolytic medication Xanaxill (alprazolam) is an example
of how data can be selectively presented to provide a distorted picture of the
actual facts. In a large cross-national study of the effectiveness of Xan~ for
panic disorder, 50 percent of patients taking XanaX® were free of panic attacks
at four weeks follow-up compared to 28 percent of those on an inactive placebo.
The manufacturer's ads for Xanax® emphasized results from this midpoint of
the study. But at the study's eight-week endpoint there was no difference in the
average number of panic attacks, or functioning in work, home or social life,
between the Xan~ and placebo control groups. The second phase of the crossnational Xanax®study was similar to Phase one, except that the antidepressant imipramine was included in the treatment trials. At the end of the eight
weeks, 78 percent of the XanaX®f:,'Toup was panic-free, compared to 81 percent
of those on imipramine and 75 percent of those on an inactive placebo (Ballenger
et aI., 1988). Advertising brochures nevertheless touted Xan~ as the "clear
winner," since it worked faster than imipramine with fewer side effects (High
Anxiety, 1993).
THE PROBLEM OF "SOFT' MONEY IN DRUG EFFICACY STUDIES

The cozy relationships between many drug researchers and pharmaceutical
companies should be a cause for concern. Psychiatric journals are heavily subsidized by advertising from pharmaceutical companies. Single issues of the
American Journal of Psychiatry, the officialjoumaI of the American Psychiatric Association, carries typically over 50 pages of drug company advertisements
(Messinger, 1990). Drug companies spend millions each year to sponsor subsidized "research" symposia that focus on the sponsor's product and often present
"selectively analyzed studies" (Kessler, 1991). Pharmaceutica1 companies each
year provide large amounts of money to subsidize symposia at the annual
meeting of the American Psychiatric Association (APA) and for fellowship programs for psychiat.ric residents. Valenstein (1998) estimated that the APA
received $2 million from pharmaceutical companies in 1994 alone, to support
educational activities at their meetings and another $2 million for advertising
placed injust three APA-sponsored journals.
Researchers who conduct drug outcome studies often have a strong commitment to and vested fmancial interest in the outcome of their research. The
ideal of scientific neutrality would dictate that all comparative studies be
conducted by individuals who have no personal bias or stake in the outcome.
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Unfortunately, this neutrality is rarely practiced. Pharmaceutical companies
pay for most clinical trials of their products, and usually select the investigator who coordinates the trials. Perhaps the ideal of scientific neutrality is
impractical, but it is letting the "fox into the hen house" when most drug
efficacy studies are funded by the drug manufacturers themselves and conducted by investigators who have dual relationships with universities and
the pharmaceutical companies (Kessler, 1991; Schrag, 1978; Valenstein, 1998).
The problem of misleading claims about drug efficacy has become so serious
that the commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, after reviewing
drug advertising in medical journals, stated that, "A disturbingly high proportion of these advertisements contained misleading information and appeared
to violate existing Food and Drug Administration regulations governing the
accuracy and balance of prescription drug advertising" (Kessler, 1992, p. 950).
In addition to presenting only the most favorable results, psychoactive drug
advertisements systematically deny andlor distort the actual economic and
social contexts of mentally ill patients (Kleinman & Cohen, 1991). In the rosy
world of psychiatric drug advertisements, satisfying living situations, relationships and good jobs are plentiful, and drugs are sufficient for patients to gain
access to the "good life." The impact of such well subsidized and persistent
misinformation is that support for providing psychosocial services and therapies that do not fit the biological model is undermined. The politically convenient illusion is fostered that all that is needed to "fix" mental disorders is
better access to more and better drugs.
In summary, biological psychiatry assumes that since some people suffering
from some mental disorders may benefit from pharmacological interventions in
the short term, these problems must be caused by neurochemical deficits that
are assumed to be corrected by the drugs. That a particular medication alters a
certain neurochemical process that seems correlated with psychological changes
does not in itself demonstrate anything about the cause of the psychological
changes. First, we do not fully understand how any psychoactive drug actually
acts on the brain. Second, it cannot be demonstrated that medications are
treating underlying brain disorders until the change processes induced are
well understood and it is clear that the processes altered by the drugs represent
aberrations that are unique to a homogenous group and not observed in carefully matched controls. Then, the crucial question of whether the aberrations
are endogenous or the secondary effects of life stress remains to be answered.
THE MEANING AND RELIABILITY OF REPORTED
NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES

The assumption that certain syndromes of mental disorders are mirrored in
brain dysfunctions is a valid premise on which to conduct research, but it is
misleading to act as if this assumption were fact. Evidence of neuroanatomical
differences among diagnostic groups is inconclusive because:
1.

No one brain region has been exclusively implicated in all patients in any diagnostic group;
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Manypatients within a diagnostic grouping do not show detectable
indications of structural brain abnormality;
The signs and symptoms of disorders have not been associated with brain abnormality. are not diagnostically conclusive, do not occur in all patients, and are not
specific to a particular diagnostic group;
Questions of whether symproms are primary (a direct manifestation of unknown
pathophysiology) or secondary ( the result of psychosocial factors, comorhid disorders, OT treatment induced) are unanswered (Levy, 1996);
Studies of deficits in the brains of diagnostic groups often indicate the presence
of the "abnormality" in non-diagnosed, unaftlicted controls, or the absence of the
"abnormality" in some of the group being studied (Vaienstein, 1998).

Additional cautions should be kept in mind when reading reports of brain
abnormalities in diagnostic groups. First, the abnormalities reported are typically based. on averaged data and are not present in all patients with the
diagnosis. Second, findings are often unreliable and may be related to idiosyncracies in the sample tested. Third, diagnoses of mental disorders are heterogenous groupings of prototypal patterns, not separate, well-defined categories of
disorders (Boyle, 1993). Lack of homogeneity within diagnostic groups is a
significant problem since research reports are often based on small samples of
patients and most research samples are not adequately randomized, or described in sufficient detail to allow for valid replication by other investigators.
Finally valid comparison groups are rarely included as controls, therefore it is
impossible to determine whether group differences are attributable to the effects of internal biological factors, the iatrogenic effects of treatments and
hospitalization, stressful experiences associated with the symptoms themselves
or an array of other psychosocial factors.
To demonstrate that a difference in brain activity is causally related to a
particular diagnostic problem requires that the difference can be shown to be
an aberration from what that part of the brain does in an appropriately matched
normal comparison group under similar conditions. Evidence that all or most
schizophrenics, for example, have aberrant patterns of prefrontal-thalamiccerebellar-accumbens activity and carefully matched controls do not, would be
a step in understanding the brain activity associated with this syndrome. But
this information would not necessarily tell us about causality since most mental states have corresponding neurobiological signatures. Additional steps are
necessary before mental disorders can be validly attributed to brain disorders.
Signs of the etiological agent or insult should be present prior to and independent of the stage of symptom presentation, since the patient's mental and
emotional state as well as treatment history may have caused the changes.
Finally, the brain systems thought to exhibit the established abnormality must
be known to control functions that fit the psychological characteristics observed in the mental disorder (Heinrichs, 1993). Once these criteria are met,
mental disorders can be said to be neurobiological disorders.
Some mental disorders may some day be demonstrated to be neurobiological
disorders . However, after many false starts we are not close to understanding
the etiopathophysiology of any mental disorder. Interesting models of brain
dysfunction have been proposed to explain the symptoms of various disorders
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{Andreasen, Paradiso, & O'Leary, 1998; Cleghorn & Albert, 1990; Stevens,
1997; Taubes, 1994}, but these models are speculative. There is no known
etiopathophysiology for any DSM·1V (American Psychiatric Association,
1994) listing other than well-recognized organic disorders such as Alzheimer's
dementia.

WHAT DO STUDIES OF GENETIC
CONCORDANCE ACTUALLY INDICATE?
Research indicates that genetic makeup contributes to risk for several mental
disorders (Kendler et aI., 1991, 1993; Kety, 1987; Kety et aI. , 1994; Tienari, 1991;
Wender et aI., 1986). This evidence indicates that genetic factors account for a
significant but relatively sman part of the variance that is associated with risk
for mental disorders (Weiner, 1985). Despite this fact, biological psychiatrists
continue to assert that many mental disorders are "genetically determined"
(Lamb a& Zusman, 1979). Psychosocial factors, to the extent that they are incorporated into research designs, are interpreted as "noise" or incidental suessors
in genetic research. Many criticisms of the assumptions, design, methodology
and conclusions of the most influential twin and adoption studies have been
published (Cassou, Schiff, & Stewart, 1980; Lidz, Blatt, & Cook, 1981; Lewontin,
Rose, & Kamin, 1984; Fingarette, 1988; Jacobs 1994; Joseph, 1998, 1999; Pam,
1990; Ross & Pam, 1995). But this literature is ignored by authors of widely used
textbooks of psychiatry (Kaplan, Freedman, & Saddock, 1989). Twin studies for
example, are contaminated by lack of blind ratings. Comparisons of mono- and
dyzygotic twins are based on the assumption that identical and fraternal twins
experience similar environments. If one discards this questionable assumption,
the results of twin studies actually indicate that psychosocial factors and not
genetics contribute to higher concordance rates (Joseph, 1998).
Adoption studies are based on the assumption that factors relating to the
adoption process itself did not result in conditions that contributed to a higher
rate of dysfunction among offspring adoptees. Joseph (1999) has presented
evidence that indicates, in the cases ofthe most widely cited adoption studies of
schizophrenic patients' offspring (Kety et aI., 1994; Tienari, 1991; Wender et
aI., 1986), that this assumption is mistaken. Joseph has documented the fact
that the geographical regions where the most publicized adoption studies were
conducted had policies in place that made it likely that adoptees with a family
history of mental illness were placed in inferior rearing environments. Given
selective placement, the evidence of genetic concordance derived from adoption
studies could just as easily be interpreted as evidence of the role of psychosocial
factors. Lewontin, Rose, and Kamin (1984) also illustrated how bias in adoptive
home placement operated in the Danish-American studies. Twenty+five percent of the adopting families of the 33 schizophrenic offspring adoptees (Kety et
a1., 1968) included at least one parent who had been a patient in a mental
hospital, whereas not one of the adoptive parents of a control adoptee had.
These are hardly comparable family home environments. Lidz and associates
(1981) also examined the data from the Danish-American adoptive studies
(K.ety et aI., 1968, 1975; Rosenthal, 1971) and determined that the strongest
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conclusion that can be reached based on this evidence is that genetic influences
may playa limited role in the etiology of chronic cases of schizophrenia. This
qualified conclusion is not what is presented in contemporary textbooks.
An additional issue that should also be considered in evaluating the implications of adoption studies is that concordance rates were estimated not for
diagnosed schizophrenia but for a unique grouping caUed "schizophrenia spectrum" disorders. The idea of analyzing data for a schizophrenia "spectrum" of
disorders, rather than diagnosed cases of schizophrenia, was adopted by the
Danish-American researchers after it was determined that genetic contributions were observed in very few cases of diagnosed schizophrenia. There is no
listing of a category termed "schizophrenia spectrum" disorders in any diagnostic manual The "schizophrenia spectrum" of disorders used in the DanishAmerican studies (Kety et aI., 1968) included such unusual groupings as
"homosexual panic," "inadequate personality," and "uncertain borderline state."
The Danish adoption studies (Kety et al., 1968) were able to report significant
differences between biological relatives and controls only with the inclusion of
the spectrum grouping (Rose, Kamin, & Lewontin, 1984).
The assumption that the expression of genotypic potentials is uninfluenced
by environmental events flies in the face of existing evidence. Evidence indicates that genes interact with life experiences in the determination of anatomical differences (Diamond, 1988). Adult identical twins, for example, differ
significantly in brain structure (Suddath, 1990), and life experiences shape
brain anatomy and function in ways that significantly impact on thought and
behavior (LeDoux, 1996). Given the interaction between genetic and environmental influences it seems unlikely that either twin or adoption studies can tell
us very much about the relative contributions of genetic inheritance versus
psychosocial factors.
Evidence does indicate that many genes acting together may contribute to
broad traits and abilities (Eysenck, 1990), and to vulnerabilities that under unspecified environmental conditions can contribute to risk for certain mental disorders ([acano, Moreau, Beiser, & Lin, 1992; Kendler et a1.. 1993). Researchers
have not. however, been able to identify specific genetic abnonnalities that are
associated with any particular mental disorder. No chromosomal aberration has
been identified that is present in any group of mental patients. prior to, during,
and after the onset of clinical symptoms. The biological model that locates the
source of mental disorders within the genes or neurobiology of the individual
encourages the adoption of apersonal, ahistorical, asocial, decontextualized explanations and solutions for these problems. Representations of hypotheses as
fact are not only misleading, they also have adverse consequences.
ARE PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSES BIOLOGICAL ILLNESSES?

The validity of existing DSM-IV diagnostic categories is rarely questioned. Professionals think and write about diagnostic categories as if they were valid,
objective entities. In fact, categories of mental disorders are constructs. Not one
has been validated against observations based on other levels of analysis such as
neurobiological abnonnalities. Categorical diagnosis encourages professionals to
think of problems as concrete, context independent, straightforward problems
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that are readily identifiable and responsive to biological interventions (Cushman
& Gilford, 2000). A reliable categorical system of diagnosis is assumed to be the
first step in the process of discovery of the underlying biological cause(s) of each
disorder (Andreasen, Paradiso, & O'Leary, 1998).
Impetus for the adoption of a categorical system was provided by the introduction of new psychoactive medications during the 19705, when it appeared that
each class of psychoactive therapeutic drugs was effective in alleviating the symptoms of a different disorder, for example, lithium for bipolar disorder, phenothiazines for schizophrenia, MAO's and tricyclics for depression, and benzodiazepines
for anxiety. It was assumed that a reliable diagnostic system would facilitate the
discovery of the separate underlying biological causes of each disorder. It is now
clear that the assumption of a one-to-one relationship between type of drug and
diagnosis was mistaken. The promise of new diagnostic technologies, such as
computer-assisted tomography and magnetic resonance imagery has reinforced
the belief that new biological discovery breakthroughs are imminent. This optimism seems to "'bloom eternal" yet, not a single mental disorder listed in DSM-IV
satisfies even loose criteria for defining a biological disorder.
There are many reasons to question the validity of the diagnostic categories of
disorders listed in DSM-JV (Clark, Watson, & Reynolds, 1995; Garfield, 1993).
Studies indicate that symptoms have little specificity to a particular diagnosis
(Sommers, 1985; Taylor, 1992) and heterogeneity within diagnostic categories is
widely acknowledged (Andreasen et a1. , 1995). Biological researchers are
'1umpers"---committed to the assumption that diagnostic categories represent
disease categories. Statements by prominent researchers serve to reinforce this
assumption, "We believe that schizophrenia is, at its core, essentially one entity,
one clearly definable mental disorder that must be studied in unity along the
whole continuum of its manifestations" (Gottesman, 1991, p. 20). But beliefs, even
of experts, are not facts. Gottesman believes that schizophrenia is one genetically
caused neurobiological entity that is expressed as aberrations in neurotransmitter systems and brain structure and fimction. Gottesman, of course, is fully justified in expressing his convictions about the nature ofschizophTenia. The problem
is that such beliefs are more often than not presented as if they were facts
(Herbert, 1997; Winokur & Clayton, 1986). At present, the facts are that "the only
biochemical imbalances that we can identify with certainty in the brains of psychiatric patients are the ones produced by the psychiatric treatment itself' (Breggin,
1991, p. 12). It is important to distinguish between beliefs and facts.

THE ERROR OF REDUCTIONISTIC EXPLANATIONS
OF MENTAL PHENOMENA
Life experiences can alter brain function just as brain function affects mentaJ
processes (Horowitz & Solomon, 1978; McEwen & Sapoisky, 1990; Perry, 1994;
Stein, Hanna. Koverola, & Torchia, 1997; Van der Kolk, 1996a, 1996b, 1997). It
is well-known that stress results in lasting changes in the brain, including
changes in the same receptors on which antipsychotic drugs act (Antelman,
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1988; Sapolsky, Krey, & McEwen. 1986). Repeated exposure to stressful situations alters the cytoarchitecture of the hippocampus (Sapolsky et aI., 1990),
amygdala, and prefrontal cortex (Bremner, Southwick, & Charney. 1997), areas said to be implicated in schizophrenia (Andreasen, Paradiso, & O'Leary,
1998). Prolonged exposure to stressful environments results in long-term vulnerabilities, including a reduced threshold for physiological arousal, anxious
response to novelty, and depressive reactions to separation (Suomi, 19918,
1991b). That prolonged stress can produce physical changes in the brain should
not be surprising. Mental functions are likely to have neurobiological signatures since mental activity is brain based. Evidence that brain structure and
function mirror life experience does not indicate that reductionistic explanations for mental disorders are correct, it does indicate that new and more
complex system models of the interactions of hiopsychosocial processes are
necessary jfwe ever hope to understand the complex pathways that culminate
in mental disorders.
It is not possible to disprove the statement that "biology is destiny" because it is
a statement of opinion and values, but it is a mistake to assume that complex
mental events can be explained by physiological phenomena. The reverse, explaining physiological phenomena in tenns of mental events is less of an error
(Valenstein, 1998). Contrary to the reductionistic bias of biological psychiatry, the
qualitative pattern properties of mental entities are as causally potent as the
properties of their components and cannot be adequately understood as biological
phenomena. One need only generate fantasies of pleasurable experiences, whether
of a gourmet meal, a trip to the beach, or a sexual fantasy, to recognize that
mental events can trigger physiological changes. These mental events cannot be
adequately understood in terms of their phYSiological correlates.
Experiences are recorded and interpreted in the context of individual histories, they have meanings that are connected to the past and to current actions
and expectations. Mental processes are emugents that occur at levels of complexity that supersede the biological substrate. Biological psychiatrists have
adopted the Cartesian view that mental phenomena are the result of a one-way
causal process that originates with physical activity in the brain. They ignore
that for any given behavior or mental event phenomena are occurring at many
different levels simultaneously (Rose, 1982). The emergentist position recognizes the biopsychical continuity of mental functions but denies that reducing
these processes to biological processes can be used to actually understand and
explain these processes (Sperry, 1995a). Cognition, emotion, empathy, insight,
judgment and perception are mental states that depend on but differ from the
physical properties of brain activity. True biopsychosocial models of mental
disorders would recognize that mental states, intrinsic to brain activity, are
essential for complete explanations of complex behaviors and are primary in
determining what a person does.
The emergentist position recognizes the biopsychical continuity of mental
functions but denies any ontologically privileged position to explanations that
reduce mental phenomena to biological processes (Sperry, 1995b). Arguments,
anxieties, despair, hope, romance, and slips of the tongue may all have their
biological underpinnings but these experiences are too complex to be explained
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in terms of physicochemical processes. Whatever the neurochemical and structural correlates of the imprint of life experiences, past or present, the impacts
and meanings associated with these experiences cannot be understood at a
biological level. Memories of experiences that are associated with strong emotions may be etched in changes in neurophysiology that later impact how we
perceive our environment and react emotionally, but evidence of neurophysiological correlates of exposure to life stress does not justify a new form of
reductionism. Chronic dysfunctions may have neurobiological signatures. This
does not mean that mental disorders are caused by these signatures. Mental
patients are not incoherent bundles of neurons, they are individuals with lifetimes of experiences that are represented as selves. They live in a social, cultural and historical context and are capable of changing in response to events
(Sachs, 1990).
CONCLUSION

Research and theory in psychiatry tend to focus on a single level of analysis.
The theoretical concepts that are associated with each level serve to simplify an
otherwise confusing complexity and to facilitate research and theory. Unfortunately the assumptions and concepts that are associated with each level of
analysis can act as blinders that limit thinking and lead us to see things only at
that level. Albee (1982) noted how often the scientific process operates in reverse from the principles on which it was fOWlded. That is, scientists and
practitioners become attached to theories that are consistent with their attitudes, training and values, and then proceed in their research to seek and find
facts that validate those beliefs. This tendency to vallle and think only in terms
of a single level of analysis leads to a narrowing of vision or what Robbins
(1993) refers to as monistic thinking. Monistic thinking is often associated with
value hierarchies where concrete and readily Quantifiable levels are assumed
to be more scientific than "higher," more abstract levels. Monistic thinking and
reductionistic values. rather than knowledge, are the basis for current assertions about the biological origins of menta] disorders.
It is possible that genetic influences contribute to risk for certain disorders
and that this risk may be expressed at both behavioral and neurochemical
levels. These assumptions are logical and are a valid basis on which to conduct
research. However, it is also likely that monistic and simple causal models of
mental disorders will never be sufficient to allow a valid understanding of
mental disorders. The pathways and factors that contribute to the onset and
maintenance of human distress and dysfunction are likely to be too varied and
multifaceted to be Wlderstood at one level or as simple linear causal sequences.
The principle of equifinality in systems theory refers to the fact that the same
outcome can result from multiple sources or pathways. A related principle,
multi/inality. means that effects of any facto'r or system status will depend on
the interactive influences of other contributing factors. These principles provide
a useful framework for thinking about the origins of mental disorders. The
groupings of signs and symptoms we refer to as mental disorders are most likely
the result of the interactions of multiple factors that cannot be understood
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adequately on the basis of information derived from only one level of focus.
Useful explanatory models of mental disorders integrate knowledge from multiple levels of analysis, in. ways that allow for understanding of the influences of
broad social and historical forces as well as personal biographical and biological
factors (Messinger, 1990). Until such models are developed it is best to remain
highly skeptical of the numerous knowledge claims of biological psychiatrists.
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